ROUSSEAU AND  NATURALISM IN EDUCATION    101
tive,1 and his recommendations were marred by unnat-	starts the
ural breaks and filled with sentimentality, he saw the	det-dop-1 ^
need of studying the child as the only basis for edu-	mentj"~
cation.    In the Preface to the Emile he declares: —
"We do not know childhood. Acting on the false ideas we
have of it, the farther we go the farther we wander from the right
path. The wisest among us are engrossed in what the adult needs
to know and fail to consider what children are able to apprehend.
We are always looking for the man in the child, without thinking
of what he is before he becomes a man. This is the study to which
I have devoted myself, to the end that, even though my whole
method may be chimerical and false, the reader may still profit
by my observations. I may have a very poor conception of what
ought to be done, but I think I have the correct view of the subject
on which we are to work. Begin, then, by studying your pupils
more thoroughly, for assuredly you know nothing about them.
Now if you read this book of mine with this purpose in view, I do
not believe it will be without profit to you.J> \
As a result of such appeals the child has become the anewprin-
r    ,.	.	,	.   .	,	ciple in edu«
center of discussion in modern training, and we may cation ;
thank Rousseau for introducing a new principle into
education. And, despite his limitations and prejudices,
this unnatural and neglectful parent stated many details
of child development with much force and clearness
and gave an impetus to later reformers, who were able
to correct his observations and make them more prac-
ticable in education.
1 His Confessions tell us how he declined to rear his own children, but
consigned all five to the public foundling asylum.

